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Abstract. People in seats counting is very important for meeting surveil-
lance. While as a canonical pattern recognition problem, it’s very difficult
due to various appearances of people and other outliers such as bags and
clothes. To solve this problem we propose a coarse-to-fine framework.
Firstly, we use the coarse classification module to retrieve the complete-
ly empty seats. To overcome the influence of noises caused by shadows
and light spots, we fuse multiple global features calculated by background
subtraction. Then in the fine classification module, a proposed SW-HOG
feature and the LBP feature are combined together to solve the prob-
lem of occlusion and make sure the classification is real time. Finally
a time-related calibration module is applied to suppress some outliers
across frames with condition that the video frames are not successive.
Experiments on a real meeting dataset demonstrate that the accuracy of
the proposed method reaches 99.88%.

Keywords: people in seats counting, meeting surveillance, coarse-to-
fine classification

1 Introduction

With more attention being paid to the security problem and intelligent commer-
cial service in crowded places, such as airport, stadiums, squares and so on, the
demand for people counting is increasing. Main challenges in people counting
come from occlusions and background clutters. In the past years, many peo-
ple counting methods have been proposed. These methods can be divided into
2D-based methods and 3D-based methods.

3D-based methods [1], [2] employ multiple cameras or stereo cameras to cap-
ture images, then implement 3D reconstruction to calculate the spatial location
of each person. 3D-based methods are especially suitable for people counting
at entrances of elevators and shopping malls. However, 3D reconstruction and
people modeling are complicated and time-consuming for real time applications.
Therefore we focus on 2D-based methods in this paper.

Existing 2D-based people counting methods can be divided into four cate-
gories. 1) Mapping-based methods. Mapping-based methods [3, 4] achieve people
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counting by establishing relationships between image features and the number
of people. These methods ignore the integrity and independence of each person.
Therefore, they are usually used for crowd density estimation. 2) Segmentation-
based methods. Segmentation-based methods [5, 6] employ specific models to
segment the foreground into individuals. The accuracy of these methods mainly
depends on accurate segmentation, thus they will fail if there are background
clutters. 3) Clustering-based methods. Clustering-based methods [7, 8] employ
motion information instead of appearance models to avoid influence of occlusion-
s. They suppose that the trajectories of feature points extracted from the same
person are consistent. These methods are suitable for pedestrians counting. 4)
Detection-based methods. In recent years, part based model [9, 10] is popular in
solving the occlusion problem. However, to train a model for every part of per-
son is time-consuming and difficult for real applications. In [11], a head-shoulder
detector is proposed. Because this method only uses one part of a person, it’s
sensitive to the change of people’s postures.

In this paper, we only focus on people counting in meeting hall, where all the
seats are fixed. For engineering applications, in a meeting hall which can hold
thousands of people, PTZ cameras would be installed to scan the hall. This makes
it hard to acquire accurate foreground or capture motion information. Therefore,
we employ the detection-based people counting method. In this situation, the
task has many specific characteristics: 1) various appearances of people. People
seated only show the up bodies and are in various postures. The great appearance
variation is the main challenge of people detection. 2) Occlusions. Although all
the empty seats are of uniform appearance, some seats are occluded by people
nearby, and some seats are occupied with bags or clothes. Occlusion makes the
main challenge of empty seat detection. 3) Serious noises. Shadows of people
and light spots due to reflection result in serious noises to the texture of seats.
Based on above characteristics, this paper presents a people counting system
for meeting hall. The system can give the state of each seat and the number of
people during the meeting. People counting is achieved by detecting empty seats
in a coarse-to-fine way.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 describes the framework
of the people counting system and every module in detail. Sec. 3 introduces the
database we constructed. Sec. 4 presents experimental results and discussions.
We conclude our work and give the future work in Sec. 5.

2 System Overview

As shown in Fig. 1, seats can be divided into three classes according to differ-
ent appearances: 1) completely empty ones are those without anything on, 2)
occluded empty ones are occluded by people, or occupied with bags or clothes,
3) non-empty ones are seated with people.

We propose a coarse-to-fine empty seat detection method for people counting
in meeting hall. As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed method mainly contains four
parts. 1) Preprocessing module partitions a fixed block for every seat. 2) Coarse
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Fig. 1. Samples of the 3 classes of seats. The top ones are completely empty seats, the
middle ones are occluded empty seats, and the bottom ones are non-empty seats.

classification module aims at retrieving all the completely empty seats. 3) Fine
classification module is used to detect the rest occluded empty seats. 4) Finally,
a calibration module is applied to correct outliers across frames.
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Fig. 2. The framework of the proposed people counting system.

2.1 Preprocessing module

In this paper, we only focus on the meeting hall where seats are fixed. Supposing
that the state of a seat is independent of its neighbors’ states, we partition a
fixed block for every seat by the minimum enclosing rectangle to avoid noises
from neighbor seats. In detection phase, we slide the image block by block and
only focus on whether each seat block is empty or not.

2.2 Coarse classification

Coarse classification is used to detect the completely empty seats. A coarse
classifier is trained based on multiple global features. The process is as follows.

Firstly a background model is constructed. A video of background is pre-
pared before the classification. In the video all the seats should be completely
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empty, and the illumination should be the same as that in meeting. We get the
background model by calculating the mean of the video frames.

Then multiple global features calculated by background subtraction is fused.
To be robust to illumination change, we employ background subtraction of gra-
dient map and in HSV color space. The fusion method is described as follows:

scorei = w1s
i
grad + w2s

i
hsv + w3s

i
grad s + w4s

i
hsv s (1)

where scorei denotes the fusion score of the ith seat. sigrad, s
i
hsv represent scores

calculated by background subtraction of gradient map and in HSV color space,
while w1, w2 represent their weights respectively. sgrad s, shsv s represent scores
of background subtraction in a ROI of the seat block, while w3, w4 represent
their weights respectively. The items of background subtraction in ROIs relax the
restriction of the region, thus make detection results robust to tiny occlusions of
people nearby. The ROI region can be chosen according to the possible occluded
area. Here we set the center of the ROI the same as the seat block, and the size
of the ROI 4/5 of the seat block.

Finally, a coarse classifier is trained. Each seat can be described as (sigrad,

sihsv, sgrad s, shsv s, y
i), where yi is the label of the ith seat block. yi = 1 denotes

the seat is empty, and yi = −1 denotes the seat is non-empty. Our goal is to
construct a hyperplane to classify empty seats and non-empty seats while making
sure false positive rate is zero. The classification problem can be solved by SVM
model.

2.3 Fine classification

After the coarse classification, all the completely empty seats should have been
detected. We apply a fine classification module to detect the rest occluded empty
seats. The basic idea is that occluded empty seats and non-empty seats differ in
the degree and the position of occlusions. Occlusions often occur on the edge of
seats, while people seated almost occupy the entire region of seats.

The HOG feature introduced by Dalal [12] is powerful in the description of
edge information, but it is time-consuming. Motivated by HOG feature and part
based model [4], we propose a simplified weighted HOG feature (SW-HOG).
By reducing the number of blocks to be processed, we speed up the feature
extraction. The process of SW-HOG feature extraction is shown in Fig. 3.

Firstly, for each seat block, the gradient map is calculated and divided into
N*N equally sized cells. The gradient orientation is divided into 9 bins. Each pixel
in the cell casts weighted votes for its neighbor bins by bilinear interpolation.
For each cell a 1D histogram fi is formed. The cell feature reflects the edge
information of the local region of a seat.

Then for each cell a weight is studied, because the cells have different effects
on distinguishing empty and non-empty seats due to different positions. We use
SVM model to construct a classifier for each cell. The weights can be studied
according to the classification ability of the models.
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Fig. 3. The process of extracting SW-HOG feature.

Finally the simplified weighted HOG feature can be formed by concatenating
all the weighted cell features, FSW−HOG = {w1f1, w2f2, ..., wN2fN2}.

For people counting in meeting, changes of illumination and shadows of peo-
ple may result in noises on seats’ contours. Therefore, we combine the LBP
feature [13] with the SW-HOG feature to describe the texture of seats. Then the
ultimate feature of a seat would be F = {FSW−HOG, αFLBP }, where FLBP is
to suppress noises, and α is to adjust the weights of the two features. We use
linear SVM model as our classifier.

2.4 Result Calibration

After fine classification, each seat is given a label to represent the state. However,
the state of a seat may be subject to external disturbance. For example, someone
passes by an empty seat, or a person leans across an empty seat too much, or
an empty seat is placed with too many things. These actions may lead to some
false classification results. Therefore, the calibration module is applied to filter
the classification results and give the final stable results.

As mentioned above, we employ PTZ cameras to scan the meeting hall.
Therefore, intervals between neighbor frames are not regular. Sometime the in-
terval is less than 1s, and sometime it’s more than 30s. Thus we propose a
time-related calibration algorithm. It is based on the following assumptions: 1)
in a short time like (eg. 100s), the state of a seat changes no more than twice;
2) in a longer time (eg. 5 minutes), people change their gestures more or less.
The process of calibration is shown as follows: 1) we use median filter to smooth
results during every 100s; 2) the seat is supposed to be empty if there is no
motion information in 5 minutes,.

3 Database

To evaluate the proposed algorithm, a realistic people counting system is con-
structed. In a meeting hall which can hold about 500 people, a PTZ camera is
installed in the front of the hall, overlooking the seats. A diagram of the hall is
shown in Fig. 4. We set eight preset points for the camera. The camera stays
in each for 2s, then turns to the next and finally comes back in about 30s. For
acquired 1920*1080 images, the size of a seat is about 116*100 pixels in average.
We only choose one preset point to test our algorithm, which covers 64 seats.
Training set is collected from two conferences, and consists of manually extract-
ed 1329 empty seats and 1949 non-empty seats. Testing set is collected from
another conference. It consists of 213 images, including 4991 empty seats and
8641 non-empty seats. Samples of seat blocks are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4. The diagram of the meeting hall, in which all the seats are fixed. The camera
is installed in the front of the hall, and overlooks the seats.

4 Experiments and Discussions

4.1 Experimental Settings

The coarse classification is to retrieve all the completely empty seats, thus we
define them as positive samples, and occluded seats and non-empty seats as
negative samples. Recall and false alarm are used as evaluation metrics.

In the fine classification phase, each seat block is divided into 8*8 cells, and α
is set to 10. We define occluded empty seats as positive samples, and define non-
empty seats as negative samples. ROC curve is used to evaluate the proposed
method. We implement our algorithm in C++ with a PC of 2.83 GHz dual core
CPU and 8GB RAM.

4.2 Experimental Results

For the coarse classification module, we employ linear SVM to calculate weights
of fusion. We compare the results of the proposed fusion-based background sub-
traction method with traditional ones. Table 1 shows the recall of every method
when the false alarm is zero.

Table 1. Empty seats recall while false alarm is zero in the coarse classification module.
s- means background subtraction in the ROI of the seat block.

method Fusion HSV s-HSV Grad s-grad

recall 100% 98.23% 97.96% 86.7% 48.66%

We see that background subtraction of gradient map gets the worst result
in all the methods. This results from noises caused by: 1) shadows of people
nearby, 2) light spots which are caused by local reflection of seats. In contrast,
background subtraction in the HSV color space is less sensitive to the noises. But
this method will fail if the color of a person’s cloth is similar to the seat. There-
fore, the proposed fusion-based method employ gradient map to suppress errors
caused by the similarity of colors. Experimental results prove the effectiveness
of the proposed method.

For the fine classification module, as shown in Fig. 5, the proposed SW-HOG
feature gets almost the same performance with the HOG feature. That’s because
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occluded empty seats reserve most appearance features of the empty seats. Thus
these seats show consistent contours with completely empty ones. In contrast,
non-empty seats are almost totally occluded by people in various gesture, and
their contours are not regular. Because of illumination changes and shadows, the
edges of some occluded empty seats are subject to severe noise. In this situation,
both SW-HOG and HOG fail. By combining SW-HOG with LBP feature, the
noises of edges are weakened, thus the proposed SW-HOG+LBP feature gets
better performance.
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Fig. 5. ROC curve for various features.

By classification, we get a label for every seat in each frame. The accuracy
reaches 99.73%. In the calibration module, we implement median filter for ev-
ery 7 frames, interval of which is about 100s. As shown in Fig. 6, after results
calibration, some outliers among frames are eliminated, and the final accuracy
reaches 99.88% in average. An error occurs from the beginning to 217s, which
is 14th frame. This is because in these frames, a bag is placed in a seat, and
is taken away in 247s, which is 15th frame. Considering that during this time,
motion information is not working, the results is reasonable.
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Fig. 6. Results of single frame and after calibration. The isolated red triangles denote
errors in classification of single frames, and blue stars represent results after calibration.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we present a system for people in seats counting for meeting hall. It
meets the real-time requirement in real applications and meanwhile guarantees
the accuracy of people counting. Experimental results on the realistic meeting
data proved the effectiveness of our system. The only one error comes from an
empty seat occupied by a bag and the bag is taken away after a few seconds.
So our future work will focus on the understanding of texture information and
motion information.
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